
Rail Crossing Study, GCAT positions
The Guelph Coalition for Active Transportation (GCAT) is a not for profit organization that seeks
to increase the quantity, quality and safety of active transportation in Guelph. For eight
years we have acted as the collective advocacy voice for our hundreds of members and social
media followers.

GCAT wishes to offer the following comments as part of the community engagement process of
the current Rail Crossing study that is assessing a number of at-grade rail crossings in Guelph
with respect to four options for each: 1) Do nothing, 2) construct a grade separated crossing, 3)
maintain active transportation crossing, either at-grade or grade-separated, or 4) close the
crossing.

GCAT supports the development of reliable two-way all-day intercity rail service.  However, the
natural limit of that support is when such service may come at the broad expense of active
transportation (AT) options within Guelph.  As one concerned member put to us recently,
“Metrolinx must not be allowed to cut a gash across the city.”  As such,

● GCAT calls upon the City to maintain and expand active transportation (AT) network
connectivity at rail crossings in Guelph, particularly infrastructure that supports All
Ages and Abilities (AAA) travel.

● For the City of Guelph to achieve stated climate and Transportation Master Plan
modal-shift goals, it is imperative that the City maintain non-arterial AT crossings, in
addition to those at arterial roads.  For many residents interested in shifting to AT, busy
and congested arterial roads are not appealing.  Compared to quieter local streets, arterial
roads are less safe and pleasant, particularly for children and cyclists.  In order to be
considered AAA infrastructure, GCAT maintains that arterial roads require fully
protected/separated cycling facilities.  On the other hand, if non-arterial crossings are closed
only to vehicular traffic, remaining open for AT users, then there is added incentive for
drivers to navigate the city via its arteries, rather than cutting through quiet neighborhoods.

● Given the increased speeds of GO trains through Guelph, GCAT calls upon the City to
consider implementing pedestrian gates for grade level crossings.

● In the event that the City/Metrolinx proposes to fully close any of the rail crossings under
consideration, GCAT calls upon the City to clearly demonstrate that it has

○ a) considered AT needs separately from those of motorized vehicular
traffic, and

○ b) why an AT-only crossing of some sort that meets the needs of residents
who walk, ride, or roll, is not feasible.

We have organized our specific feedback around each of the identified crossings: Alma St.,
Edinburgh Rd., Yorkshire and Glasgow Sts., and Watson Rd.  We also respond to the City’s

https://gcat.ca/


inquiry re: potential crossing at Cityview Drive, and include thoughts on another potential AT rail
crossing west of the Hanlon Expressway, in the general vicinity of Margaret Green Park and
Stephanie Drive.

Alma Street
The Guelph Junction neighbourhood is a vibrant, connected, community where the streets
follow a ‘hub and spoke’ layout centred on important businesses and gathering spaces at or
near the intersection of Alma and Inkerman Sts.  These include BackPeddling bicycle shop,
Fixed Gear Brewing Co., Guelph Food Bank, Noah’s Ark Childcare, and others.  Losing AT
connectivity through Alma St. would effectively divide the neighbourhood in two; it is important
that the City of Guelph not divide thriving local communities via linear infrastructure
barriers.

Alma St. is an important north-south AT alternative to the busy and dangerous Edinburgh Road.
In addition to the Food Bank and Noah’s Ark, it serves Paisley Road PS and St. Joseph CS and
is very popular for AT transport each morning and afternoon. Losing AT connectivity at Alma
St will reduce accessibility to the Food Bank and local schools and childcare for all
residents who approach from the south. Some residents that depend on these services may
not have the same opportunities or access to this online consultation as others.

Any proposals regarding the Alma St. crossing must take into consideration CN switching
operations to the north, which often disrupt Edinburgh Rd. near Raglan St.  While the trains
clear the tracks within the mandated 5 minute timeframe, they often immediately reverse
direction and re-block traffic, with the warning signal activated the whole time.  This continues
for extended periods, causing delays and dangerously ‘teaches’ road users (vehicular and AT
alike) to cross the tracks against the warning signal.  If the Alma St. crossing is closed, should
AT users wait up to 20 mins (or more) at Edinburgh, or should they detour?  Where to,
especially if crossings at Yorkshire and Glasgow Sts. are also closed to AT users?

As per the City of Guelph Cycling Master Plan, Alma St. is a Signed Route which GCAT
considers to meet the minimum standards of AAA-level infrastructure as a local street
bikeway.  Beyond maintaining the AT rail crossing, we suggest further, but minimal, investment
be made in improved wayfinding signage and pavement chevrons (as per Bristol St.).

GCAT advocates that if the City of Guelph is going to achieve stated climate and Transportation
Master Plan modal-shift goals, it must maintain adequate non-arterial AT rail crossings such as
at Alma St.

Edinburgh Road
GCAT advocates for maintaining connectivity at Edinburgh Rd., particularly for pedestrians and
mobility users who require a more direct route.  However, Edinburgh Rd. in its current form is
not safe for cyclists.  It is also less pleasant for pedestrians due to traffic and frequent



blockage by rail shunting activities near Raglan St.  The City and CN should take measures to
improve traffic flow along Edinburgh Rd. between Inkerman St. and Paisley Rd.  Doing so will
improve experiences for drivers and AT users alike, particularly by providing drivers with
incentive to choose arterial routes over residential areas.

GCAT is concerned that a potential outcome of the Rail Crossing study will be that AT crossings
in this area of the city are maintained only at major arterial roads (e.g. Edinburg Rd., Norfolk St.,
and the future rehabilitation of Silvercreek Pkwy if/when the Lafarge lands are developed).
Edinburgh Rd. can only be considered AAA if proper protected/separated cycling
infrastructure is constructed.  GCAT questions whether such infrastructure is feasible
between Wellington Rd. and Paisley Rd., due to the (presumably) narrow road easement.

Yorkshire & Glasgow Streets
Yorkshire and Glasgow Sts. are both important north-south AT connections.  It is imperative that
AT connectivity be maintained for at least one, preferably both, of these crossings. These
streets are safe, non-arterial AT corridors that are alternatives to busy and dangerous
Edinburgh Rd. and Norfolk St.

Like Alma St., Yorkshire St. is also a Signed Route which GCAT considers to meet the
minimum standards of AAA-level infrastructure as a local street bikeway.  Current Signed
Routes and off-road trails at Exhibition park provide a safe AT corridor all the way from College
Ave. to Woodlawn Rd., serving numerous schools, churches/community spaces, businesses,
parks, and recreation facilities along the way.  Eliminating AT crossings at both of these
locations would completely disrupt this network, disproportionally forcing pedestrians and
mobility users to detour up to 1 km out of their way.  As with Alma St., beyond maintaining the
AT crossing, we suggest that further, but minimal, investment be made in improved wayfinding
signage and pavement chevrons (as per Bristol St.) along Yorkshire St.

GCAT advocates that if the City of Guelph is going to achieve stated climate and Transportation
Master Plan modal-shift goals, it must maintain adequate non-arterial AT rail crossings such as
at Yorkshire and Glasgow Sts.

Watson Road
GCAT acknowledges that given the proximity to Watson Pkwy., from an AT point of view the rail
crossing at Watson Rd. may be redundant.  Watson Pkwy. represents an important AT route
from neighbourhoods north of York Rd, such as Grange Hill East, to the future Guelph
Innovation District AT connections, and on to the University of Guelph area and services further
south.  GCAT continues to advocate for protected/separated bike lanes/paths along arterial
roads such as Watson Pkwy., in order that it meet AAA standards.



Cityview Drive, Margaret Green Park
GCAT strongly supports the addition of an AT rail crossing at Cityview Dr. We suggest
that some sort of underpass/ramp will be necessary (as opposed to just steps), in order to
support residents who ride or roll around the City. Adding an AT crossing at this location
would be an excellent example of working to eliminate segregation caused by linear
infrastructure.

In the short-term, such a crossing will improve AT connectivity for residents of the eastern
portion of the Two Rivers neighbourhood with services north of York Rd. in Grange Hill East.
Longer-term, this crossing will provide a more direct connection for residents of Grange Hill East
to the Guelph Innovation District, and on to the University and services south.

West of the Hanlon Expy. there are very limited opportunities for AT users to cross the main rail
line.  Imperial Rd. is an arterial road, which would require fully protected/separated cycling
infrastructure in order to be considered AAA.  Even if Imperial Rd. becomes AAA compliant, the
next available AT crossing towards the city core is ~2.4 km away, at Alma St. (Assuming it
remains a viable AT crossing!)

For the City of Guelph to achieve stated climate and Transportation Master Plan modal-shift
goals, it will be necessary to provide safe AT routes for residents who live in more suburban
areas of the City. GCAT encourages the City to consider an AT underpass at Margaret
Green park, connecting to the trail south of the tracks, which can then connect users to
the Stephanie Dr. area and services south.  This would provide safe AT network connectivity
between the West Willow Woods and Parkwood Gardens neighbourhoods.


